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ABSTRACT
Some of the advantageous characteristics of ultra
violet ink are said to be the absence of pollution and
reasonable energy consumption as well as rapid drying
(curing). Little is published about physical properties
or print quality. Printers require information in this
regard because the reports which are presently available
are not clear and lack in detail. If the printability of
UV inks were equal to that of conventional offset ink, this
ink would be close to an ideal ink. This work was under
taken so as to compare the properties of ultraviolet ink
with conventional offset ink. The inks selected for study
were black sheet-fed offset. One type of ultraviolet ink
and a similar type of conventional offset ink were used for
comparison. Comparisons were made as to tack, specific
gravity, density, printing sharpness, slur, resolution,
gloss and dot gain. Since it was learned that the ultra
violet ink rendered a lower print density than conventional
offset ink when using the same amount of ink, the on-press
experiment was performed in order to:
1. Compare both inks at equal solid ink density.
2. Compare both inks under equal press conditions.
All variables applied to both inks were the same
in order to make the conditions as similar as possible.
The experimental results indicated that the tack
of ultraviolet ink at 400 rpm. 90F was about the same as
the tack of conventional offset ink during the first two
minutes, but with increased time, the tack of ultraviolet
ink increased more rapidly. The misting and flying of both
inks were judged to be equal at 400 rpm.' The specific
gravity of UV ink was higher than conventional offset ink
and the optical density was shown to be lower when using
the same amount of ink. This experimental result indicated
that more volume and more weight of UV ink had to be used
to produce an optical density equal to conventional offset
ink.
At equal solid ink density, UV ink had much more
dot gain than conventional ink at both low and high ink
film thickness. The two inks were significantly different
in terms of printing sharpness, slur, resolution and gloss.
Printing sharpness, resolution and gloss were significantly
effected by changing ink film thickness. The conventional
offset ink provided better printing sharpness, gloss,
resolution and less slur than UV ink at both low and high
ink levels, with the exception that the slur values were
approximately equal at low ink level.
At equal press conditions (unequal solid ink
density), the dot gain of the two inks was not much
different. But it was obvious that the more ink film 
thickness or density, the more dot gain with UV ink. The 
two inks were significantly different in printing sharpness 
and gloss but not significantly different in slur and 
resolution. The change in ink film thickness affected 
printing sharpness, gloss and resolution. At high ink film 
thickness, the UV ink had lower printing sharpness, gloss 
and resolution than the conventional offset ink. The 
change in ink film thickness did not have much effect on 
s 1 u r. 
This study indicates that UV ink needs further 
development in order to be comparable with the conventional 
offset ink in terms of print quality. 
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Due to technological development in all industrial
countries, environmental pollution has become a problem.
Engineers and scientists try to maintain better control
over all aspects of the industrial process, but many
pollution problems remain to be solved.
In recent years, man has realized that pollution is
increasing and is a danger to life, thus new regulations to
clean up the environment have been made. The printing ink
industry is affected by these laws and regulations since
most conventional inks emit hydrocarbon as well as photo-
chemically reactive substances during the printing process.
With the increasing rate of tight pollution control all
over the world, printers have to seek new inks which are
pollution free yet maintain high print quality.
From a technical point of view, drying speed of ink
is a problem that confronts printers. The drying rate of
most inks is low when compared with the high speed
operation of offset presses; thus high speed offset presses
cannot run at full capacity due to the low drying speed.
The cost of production is thus higher than necessary.
Ink drying systems now being used consume a disproportion
ate amount of energy and often pollute the atmosphere.
In recent years, ink manufacturers began to think
about these problems. The result was development of new
products such as solventless printing inks. These new inks
are capable of instant drying (usually called "curing").
Curing is initiated by the application of ultraviolet
radiation. Such inks are designated as "ul traviol et inks.
Included in manufacturers making these inks are Sun
Chemical Corporation, Inmont Corporation and Dainippon Ink
and Chemical Inc. Many others are doing research in this
field.
Solventless printing ink or ultraviolet ink and its
related drying system is said to be suited for high speed
printing, and can be applied to all offset processes. The
advantages of a UV ink drying system as advertised include
fast drying by photopo lymeri zation and avoidance of any air
pollution because the ink is relatively solvent free.
Photopolymeri zation is a process by which the UV
light induces a chain reaction to form polymers. The term
polymerization can be defined as a reaction in which a
complex molecule of relatively high molecular weight is
2
produced from a number of simple molecules.
UV ink curing is quite new in the printing
industry and has not reached the point where it can be
3
used without hesitation. The use of UV ink under
production conditions requires continuing study.
Definition of Terms
The following terms are used in this chapter. The
definition of those terms are:
Tack: Tack is the force required to split the ink
film between the two surfaces and is important for ink
transfer and printability characteristics such as sharpness
*
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and picking. Tack may be defined as the property of
5
cohesion between particles of an ink. A tacky ink does
not break apart readily. Tack stability with time is
necessary for consistency in print quality. If tack is not
stable during the press run, the press must be adjusted
more frequently in order to maintain print quality.
Specific gravity: The specific gravity of a sub
stance is defined as the ratio of the weight of a substance
to the weight of water at an equal volume. The specific
gravity of an ink is important in the determination of
weight per volume, since ink is sold by weight and actual
o
ink mileage is related to specific gravity.
Printing sharpness: The term sharpness refers to
the relative change in dot size which occurs during the
printing process. If the dot size on the printed sheet is
approximately the same as the dot on the printing plate it
is considered that the print is sharp. Warren L. Rhodes
proposed an objective measure of sharpness in 1955 and the
Rhodes sharpness value was found to correlate with the
g
visual impression of the spreading of dots. Rhodes sharp
ness value is obtained from the following equation.
Rhodes sharpness value = Density of solid
Density of tint
The printing sharpness will decrease or become less sharp
if the density of the halftone tint increases. Fill-in and
slur are said to be the main variables that affect sharp
ness. If we use Rhodes sharpness value to determine
printing sharpness, a higher value indicates increased
sharpness. If we divide the tint density by solid density
the result would be reversed, that is the lower the sharp
ness value, the more sharpness.
Slur: Slur is one directional change in a dot or
line, the change is usually greater in the horizontal
direction than in the vertical direction. The test object
for slur has the appearance of two circles; these circles
are tints made up of lines. One has vertical lines, the
other has horizontal lines. The slur value can be obtained
by dividing the vertical density by the horizontal density.
The ratio of densities of these two circles can be used for
determining the slur. If there is no slur, the density of
the two circles will be equal and the ratio is equal to one
One of the causes of slur is too much back-cylinder
pressure. In these experiments this pressure was as light
as possible. Too much ink can also cause slur, since the
more ink, the greater its lubricating effect and the
greater the tendency to slur.
Gloss: Gloss may be defined as the mirror-like
property of a surface with respect to the quantity of light
reflected. The gloss of a wet ink film is usually higher
than dry ink film. There are different kinds of gloss-
meters, different instruments give different values. In
comparing gloss of ink films the following conditions are
taken into consideration:
1. Using the same glossmeter.
2. Measuring on dry ink film.
3. Same solid ink density.
4. Same kind of substrate.
Resolution: Resolution is the ability to produce
fineness of detail. Rhodes defined resolution as the
ability of a system to resolve or discriminate between
1 2
closely spaced elements. Resolution can be affected by
fill-in and slur. The resolution test object which has
lines perpendicular to sheet travel in the press is
affected by slur more than those parallel with sheet
1 3
travel. Good resolution is important in printing half
tones and fine detail.
Dot gain: A dot is the individual element of a
halftone. Whenever the dot size of the reproduction is
bigger than the original on the printing plate, gain is
said to have occurred. Dot gain may occur at any
pre-press stage as well as on the press. Coarse screen
tints are less sensitive to dot gain than the finer
screens. Dot gain and loss affect the halftone density
of the printed sheets.
The relative dot area of a printed sheet can be
15
calculated by the Yule-Neilsen equation This equation
was derived from the Murrey-Davies equation in 1951 by
1 c
YuleandNeilsen.
Yule-Neilsen equation:
Ds
n logl-A(l - antilog - ^-)J
Where: A = Relative dot area of printed sheet or the
effective dot area.
D = Sol id densi ty
D. = Tint density
n = Correcting factor
In solving for relative dot area, the density values
are converted to reflectance values and the following
equation is obtained.
1/n
1 R,
A = T/n
1 R.
R = Reflectance of the solid
s
R = Reflectance of the tint
This equation is used to calculate the effective
dot area.
Statement of the Problem
UV ink was introduced into the printing industry
to solve pollution and low speed drying problems.
Bowne & Co. (New York), Clark Printing Co. (North Kansas
City) and Koenig & Bauer AG are using this system and found
it to be relatively low in energy consumption compared to
ordinary heat drying systems. However, there are no formal
reports on the physical properties or print qualities.
The report as to the test of a UV ink drying system by
Dr. Engelburt Muth at Koenig & Bauer AG in Newspaper
Technique (May 1973) shows that there are some problems in
performance such as, dampening unit problems, difficulty
in printing well, low gloss, and difficulty in make-
ready.
Ink manufacturers tend to minimize the problems,
which include cost, de-inking (paper for recycling is
de-inked with caustic solution which is ineffective on UV
cured inks.), unpleasant odor, objectionable solvents,
ozone gas due to the UV light interaction with air and
print quality such as gloss, dot gain and printing
u I8sharpness .
The UV ink curing system is useful for the
solution of energy consumption, drying and ecological
problems, but these properties are not necessarily signif
icant enough to make a favorable decision for investment.
Printers have to think about other considerations such as
8on-press properties and print quality since good, finished
work also depends on such factors. Additionally, the
higher cost of inks and the drying system (UV lamps) are
often considerable.
If the other properties such as density, specific
gravity, sharpness, resolution, gloss, and dot gain are
satisfactory or good enough when compared with conventional
offset ink, the investment in the UV ink curing system will
be worthwhile since it eliminates all pollution problems,
improves drying speed and thus reduces the cost of produc
tion in the long run. An investigation and evaluation of
the properties of this new ink system are necessary. The
results will provide information for decision making on ink
system selection.
The Purpose
The purpose of this study is to determine the
properties of ultraviolet ink and compare them with conven
tional offset ink. The properties studied here are: tack,
specific gravity, optical density versus volume, printing
sharpness, slur, resolution, gloss and dot gain.
Tack, specific gravity, optical density versus
volume and dot gain are compared by the data obtained from
the experiments.
The comparison of printing sharpness, slur,
resolution, gloss and dot gain are made under the following
condi tions :
1. At both low and high ink film thickness the two
inks are printed at equivalent press conditions. The
press conditions are optimized using the conventional
offset ink.
2. At both low and high ink film thicknesses the two
kinds of inks are printed at equal solid ink density.
To further define equivalent press conditions in
this case: The same plate to blanket pressure, back-
cylinder pressure, press speed, ink key opening and ductor
dwell and dampening dwell were employed (dwell is defined
as the length of time that the ductor roller contacts the
fountain roller which determines the amount of ink or
1 9\
water it feeds to the vibrator. ) When the desired den
sity level is accomplished using the conventional ink, the
only change made is to replace the conventional ink with
UV ink.
The Hypotheses
It is assumed that performance properties of the
two inks will differ in terms of tack, specific gravity,
optical density versus volume, printing sharpness, slur,
resolution, gloss and dot gain.
The hypotheses for the test of printing sharpness
slur, resolution and gloss on both low and high ink film
thicknesses are:
10
1. There is no significant difference between the
conventional offset ink and UV curing ink due to printing
sharpness, slur, resolution and gloss at 95 percent
confidence level .
2. There is no significant difference in printing
sharpness, slur, resolution and gloss due to ink film
thickness.
3. There is no interaction.
11
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The main ingredients of ink are:
1. Vehicle - viscous fluid which acts as pigment
carrier to bind pigment to substrate.
2. Pigments - yery fine solid particles used to give
color, body or opacity.
3. Driers and other miscellaneous ingredients.
Ingredients are added as required for specific purposes.
Ink ingredients present problems of solvent disposal,
carcinogens, allergies, and energy requirements in
terms of heat (solvent evaporation, endothermic
thermosetting reaction, etc.). The use of synthetic
resins, dyes, pigments and solvents are intensifying
the problems, and the petroleum and natural gas
shortages are magnifying problems of procurement of
materi al s . '
The new ink that we are seeking should have
acceptable runnability and printability qualities, be
pollution free as well as have good drying properties.
This objective seems to be idealistic, but the research and
development in UV ink in recent years indicates that it
might be possible. However, some other properties under
the headings of runnability and printability are still in
question. Specific examples of these include dot size
stability, sharpness, density, gloss and on-press-1 ati tude .
14
The main characteristics of UV ink which are most
widely publicized are the drying property and freedom from
pollution. As the printed sheet passes under the UV
radiation it will dry or cure immediately by polymerization
without emission of vapors. The main components of UV inks
are low molecular weight polymers and/or monomers, pigments,
photoini tiators , and in some cases, cross-linking agents.
The components are often fluid, require Tittle or no solvent
and are said to have low odor levels. When the printed
sheet is exposed to UV radiation at specific wave lengths
and with sufficient intensity, the photoini tiator breaks up
and forms free radicals. These free radicals will induce
such reactions that the monomers combine. This initiates
a chain reaction resulting in the polymer as a solid film
2
bonded on to the substrate.
A photoi ni ti ator is a material that absorbs UV light
and changes to a free radical; a free radical can be defined
as a molecule or atom containing an unpaired electron; an
unpaired electron is an electron which does not have another
electron associated with it. Chain reaction is a reaction
which proceeds through a succession of free radicals.
Monomer is a single molecule or a substance consisting of
single molecules. A compound formed by two or more mole
cules or a number of compounds composed of the same element
are called polymers. Polymers which are linear in structure
and react with other molecules (or themselves) to form a
15
three dimensional molecular structure are called cross-
linking.
The photopolymeri zation process by means of UV
radiation is shown by the series of chemical reactions in
4
Fi gure 1 .
Where
1)
2)
3)
4)
*
I + R
R-R+R
n) Rn_2"R*R
yv_energ^__ *
*
I-R
Rn(solid)
I
*
I
R
*
R
Rn
--Photopolymeri zation initiator
--Activated I or free radicals
--Reactive resin
--Activated R
--Activated dimerized resin
--Polymerized solid resin
Figure 1. Photopolymeri zation process by means of UV
radi ation .
As shown in Figure 1, the photoini tiator will be
activated by the UV energy and become free radicals
(equation 1). The free radicals provide their energy to a
reactive resin (monomer) which then combines with other
16
monomers to become an activated dimerized resin. The poly
merization chain starts at this point (equation 2 and 3)
and by this reaction, monomers change to polymers.
Finally, due to polymerization, the reactive resin (fluid)
is cured and dried instantly and becomes a hard solid
bonded to the substrate.
The source of UV light is the medium pressure
mercury arc lamp operating between 180-250 watts per linear
inch of tube and at 3,000-4,000 angstroms in wave length.
UV ink curing is said to be applicable to both web
and sheet-fed offset as well as other printing processes.
UV ink is of interest to printers and they are
seeking information regarding its real characteristics.
There are many reports about UV ink curing systems in the
literature, but these are not clear and lack in detail.
There is no evidence of a scientific approach in testing
UV ink. Many reports state the manufacturer's point of
view, which certainly minimizes the disadvantages. How
ever, some reports imply that there are many doubtful
aspects to these new systems. In some reports problems are
noted and are illustrated by the following:
All the UV inks tested were more difficult to print
with than conventional offset inks, particularly as
regards their behavior in the ink duct and on the
inking rollers, their tackiness, and the possibilities
of thinning them down some UV inks also react
strongly to irregularities in the ink and water
equilibrium or to changes in the pH value. There are
still a number of problems with presensi ti zed offset
17
plates Most UV inks are not glossy enough.
Some of the inks have about three times the tack value
of standard news inks. This means that the paper must
be very resistant to picking. 5
Williams and Hilton-Taylor stated in the British
Printer (June 1973) that:
They are much more sensitive to small adjustments of
the press and consequently need more careful
handling halftone dot reproduction is inclined
to be a little ragged when compared with conventional
litho or web offset inks obviously, the faster
the press is running the greater is the misting
tendency polyurethane rollers cannot be used
and problems with loss of image on presensi ti zed plates
have shown that it is wise to use multimetal plates
only.6
Loven had additional reservations as to the quality
of prints made with UV curing inks:
Quality of print in terms of dot growth, density and
trapping are equal to heat-set, but it has to be said
that at this stage gloss is less. This becomes more -.
apparent as the quality and finish of the paper rises.
Nolden, however, found some advantages which
included color matching, constant tack and body and dot
reproduction. As indicated by the following quotation,
Nolden cited additional disadvantages:
If we want to build up the ink body, we have no way
to do it right now in our press room. We can't add
regular extenders or binding varnish to the UV inks
because they don't mix well with acrylics. All
changes in the ink formulation have to be made by
the ink people with special compounds.8
Some other problems are also evident - such as
misting, and the ink's chemical reaction with blankets,
g
roller coverings and plates. The dry back and ink
mileage are interesting characteristics which all printers
18
wish to know. (Dry back is the change in color or finish
of ink film as it dries.)
The advantages of UV ink curing are also reported
in the literature. These include good drying speed, free
dom from pollution, and rub and scratch resistance. Most
of these reports appear to be from the manufacturers who
usually stress advantages. Kathleen Spangler, in her
article "New Ink For Less Pollution" in the Inland Printer/
American Lithographer (November, 1973) stated that:
But like all new ideas which become new products, these
inks must be tested and carefully evaluated for hidden
characteristics, for disadvantages which may make them
unsuitable for widespread use in the printing industry.
If they pass this test, these unconventional inks may
prove to be the most significant innovation in printing
ink history; they may indeed become the inks of the
future .
There are many reasons why ink manufacturers are
trying to develop this new ink system. Some of the main
10
reasons are:
1. Tighter regulation to control pollution in the
printing industry.
2. The short supply in natural gas and fuel oil which
makes costs go up. These are expected to continue to rise
for many years.
The literature emphasizes the advantageous
characteristics of this new ink and provides indication
of the mechanism by which it works (cures). The reports of
difficulties with UV inks are fragmented and are derived by
19
unscientific means. This thesis shall remedy this
situation by studying the characteristics of both convex
tional and UV curing inks in a systematic scientific
manner.
FOOTNOTES FOR CHAPTER II
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
To compare the properties of conventional offset
ink with those of ultraviolet ink, press conditions and
other variables were controlled as much as possible. The
response variables tested included tack, specific gravity,
optical density versus volume, printing sharpness, slur,
resolution, and gloss. The means of these data were
compared and graphs were generated.
Press sheets showing the test objects (test
patterns) which were printed are shown in Appendix G.
These include the following:
1. Printing sharpness objects are made up of nine
solid patches in line across the lead edge of the sheet and
nine halftone patches of the same size. The halftone was
printed under the solid. The halftone is a 133 line,
65 percent tint.
The solid patches were used as control bars for
controlling density across the sheet.
The ratio of solid ink density (SID) to tint
density is the sharpness value.
2. The standard USAF 1951 resolution test pattern was
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used for the evaluation of that variable.
3. The slur test object consists of two circles made
up of 50 percent line tints. The details of this test
object are described on page 4.
4. The halftone gray scale, 12 steps, 150, 133, 120,
110 line was used for the evaluation of dot gain. Plate-
press curves were generated. The plate-press curve is
useful for evaluating the distortion caused by a given
plate-press combination. The response variable is the
effective percent dot area and the predictor variable is
the percent dot area of film used to make the plates. The
effective dot area on the printed sheet was calculated by
use of the Yule-Neilsen equation. The comparison of dot
gain was made on 150 and 110 line screens.
5. The continuous tone gray scale of 12 steps was used
for controlling the plate exposure time.
6. The GATF dot gain scale and slur object was used
for the visual evaluation of dot gain and slur.
Controlled Variables and Test Conditions
All variables and test conditions such as press
conditions, printing plate, blanket and pH of fountain
solution were controlled. The details of these are in
Appendix A.
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Test Procedure
This study considered a relatively wide range of
characteristics, so that the test procedures were different
from case to case. In each case, however, the conditions
of the test and all variables that applied to both inks
were the same.
Tack
The tack of both inks were measured by the Thwing-
Albert Inkometer model C-46. The Inkometer was set at 90F,
400 rpm. and was allowed to warm up before measurement as
recommended by the manufacturer.
The inks tested were mixed well before sampling for
tack measurement. An equal amount of ink for each measure
ment was applied to the inkometer by means of the ink
metering device (pipette) which was specially designed for
use with the inkometer. On the basis of the Thwi ng-Al bert
Inkometer manual, the ink film thickness obtained by using
this pipette was .0005 + one percent per inch.
The tack of both inks were measured four times and
the average of the measurements are shown in Figure 2. The
first reading was taken 20 seconds after starting the
instrument, the second and third readings were 40 and 60
seconds respectively. The remaining measurements were
accomplished in one minute increments until ten minutes had
expi red .
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Specific Gravity
The specific gravity of the conventional ink and
the ultraviolet ink were determined by measuring the weight
of one c.c. of ink.
The "Mettler" automatic analytical balance was used
for weighing. The IGT micrometer pipette was used for
measuring the volume of the ink sample. One c.c. of ink
sample was put on aluminum foil of known weight (size
approximately 1.5 x 1.5 inches). The difference between
the weight of foil and ink, plus foil, was the weight of
one c.c. of ink sample.
This experiment was repeated ten times on each ink
and the mean and standard deviation were then calculated.
Optical Density versus Volume
The purpose of the study of the optical density
versus the ink volume was to determine the optical density
at different ink volumes. The measured volume of ink was
applied to the ink distributor unit of the IGT. The
resulting ink film was transferred to the printing disc
(aluminum, covered with brown rubber) and then printed to
the stock by the IGT-AI. The procedure and time required
for ink to distribute completely to all rollers were
controlled as recommended by the manufacturer. The volume
used was initially at 2.00 c.c. (using the IGT pipette)
and decreased in increments to .125 c.c. Four prints at
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each volume level were made. The density measurements were
made on the dry ink film and at a distance of 4 cm. from
the starting point on the printed sheet. This point was
selected because of an intermittent skidding pattern at the
starting point. The spring tension (printing pressure) of
the IGT-AI was 50 kg. The stock used was Consolidated
"Paloma matte" dull finished, 70 pounds.
The experiment was twice replicated with the same
procedure for both inks. The average density of four
printed sheets at each level of volume was determined.
Sharpness, Slur, Resolution, Gloss and Dot Gain
In order to determine the values of sharpness,
slur, resolution, gloss and dot gain of the two inks, the
specified press and paper were used and the evaluations
were made from the measurements of the test objects of the
printed sheets.
Press conditions including the plate to blanket
pressure, back-cylinder pressure, press speed, inking
setting and dampening setting were optimized to produce
good printing with the use of conventional offset ink.
These conditions were kept constant.
The experiments were conducted in two ways:
1. Comparison of the UV ink at equal press conditions
as conventional offset ink on both low and high ink film
thickness .
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2. Comparison of the UV ink at equal solid ink density
as conventional offset ink on both low and high ink film
thickness .
In order to avoid the problem of sharpening of the
experimental plate due to wear during make-ready, another
printing plate with the same characteristics as the experi
mental plate was used for make-ready. After proper ink and
water balance, and the specified solid i n"k density uniform
ly across the sheet were obtained, the experimental plate
was used.
Sequence of operations in print testing:
1. Printing with the selected conventional offset ink.
After achieving ink-water balance and desired density, 100
consecutive good sheets were printed and saved for subse
quent evaluation.
2. Wash up of the press, keeping press conditions,
inking unit and dampening unit the same, using the same
experimental plate. One hundred consecutive good sheets
were printed with the UV ink at equal press conditions as
conventional offset ink.
3. Using the same experimental plate, the ink and
water were adjusted until the equal solid ink density as
that of the conventional offset ink was obtained; 100
consecutive good sheets were then printed.
The experiment was performed at two levels of ink
film thickness:
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1. Low ink film thickness, the solid ink density
across the sheet was 0.85 + .05.
2. High ink film thickness, the solid ink density
across the sheet was 1.35 + .05.
This was twice replicated.
Gl oss
The test object for gloss was a 2-1/2 x 5 inch
rectangular solid. This test object was printed sepa
rately. All materials used, and the press conditions, were
the same as those in the other printing tests. With the
UV ink, under equal press conditions as with the convention
al offset ink, the result was a lower solid ink density than
with the conventional offset ink. The experiments were made
at two ink levels, as the experiments described previously.
These were twice replicated. The gloss on all sheets was
measured by the same Vanceometer. According to the Vanceo-
meter manual, a Vanceometer is designed to measure the oil
absorption into paper in numerical terms by measuring the
change of gloss with time. Gloss can be measured on the
basis of a beam of light incident on a sheet surface at an
angle of 20 degrees and then reflected as a beam through an
iris diaphragm into a photoelectric cell connected to a
mi croammeter . By this means it is possible to determine
the gloss of the ink film. The higher the gloss value, the
more gloss.
Sampl ing
From the one hundred printed sheets of each press
run, every fifth sheet was drawn as a sample. The total
number of samples from each experimental group was twenty
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TABLE I
LIST OF SAMPLES
1. Low ink film thickness, solid ink^density of
conventional offset ink = 0.85 + .05.
Number of printed sheets
of each press run
Number of printed samples
Conv,
100
20
UVd
100
20
uvs
100
20
2. High ink film thickness, solid ink density of
conventional offset ink = 1.35 + .05.
Conv .
Number of printed sheets
of each press run
Number of printed samples
100
20
uvd
100
20
uvs
100
20
UV . --UV ink printed sheet at equal solid ink
density as conventional offset ink
UV. UV ink printed sheet at equal press
conditions as conventional offset ink
These were twice replicated, so the total number of
samples was double that shown in Table 1.
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The Mathematical Model
There are two factors involved in this experiment.
Following the method of Rickmers and Todd, the mathematical
model for the experiments in this study (a replicated two
factor experiments) is:
1
Xijk
Where
Xijk
y
A.
B.
J
(AxB)
U
y ? A, * Bj ? (AxB),, ? Ek(1 ,
= Result of each observation
= General mean of data
= Ink film thickness factor
= Ink type factor
= Interaction or joint influence of
the ink type and ink film thickness
factors
k(ij)
= Experimental error
The mathematical model indicates that each single
observation (for any column, row and replication) depends
on the mean of the population from which the observation
is drawn, an influence due to the ink type factor and ink
film thickness factor, an interaction and error.
The method of data analysis used in this experiment
is called analysis of variance (ANOVA). This method is an
extension of the t_ test of hypothesis for mean. Rickmers
and Todd stated in their book that:
This method permits us to answer questions in a single
test and with a single a risk. The kind of asked
30
questions are: Do the data indicate that the members
of a set of hypothesized population means differ
among themselves? Are these differences significantly
different from a chance result? The ANOVA is
especially useful when it is applied to complex
situations.2
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The experimental results were obtained from the
test objects and test methodology previously described.
The mean values of the measurements on inks and sample
sheets were used as the representative data of each
replication. The complete data of the experiments are
shown in Appendices A, B, C, D, E, F and G.
At the equal solid ink density condition, the
optical densities of the printed sheets of both inks were
equal. At high ink film thickness this density was
1.35 + .05 and at low ink film thickness the density was
0.85 + .05.
At equal press conditions, the optical density of
the printed sheets of UV ink was lower than that of
conventional offset ink. At high ink film thickness the
density of the UV ink was 1.1 + .05 and the density at low
ink film thickness was 0.65 + .05 while the densities of
conventional offset ink were 1.35 + .05 and 0.85 + .05
respectively.
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Tack
The procedure of measuring the tack of the two inks
as described earlier was performed at the same room
temperature and the ink sample was randomly sampled from
the can.
The Thwing-Al bert Inkometer was used for measuring
tack and was set at 90F, 400 rpm. Tack reading time was
ten minutes. As indicated by the results in Table 2 and
Figure 2, during the first two minutes the tack values of
the two inks are almost the same. After two minutes the
slope of the UV ink is greater than the conventional offset
ink and at the end of ten minutes the tack of the UV ink is
still going up. The increased tack slope is interesting
since it may create some problems in printing such as
increasing the variability of print quality during the press
run and the need for more frequent adjustments.
Specific Gravity
The specific gravity of both inks was determined by
weighing 1 c.c. of ink, and comparing with the weight of
1 c.c. of water at the same temperature.
Specific gravity
Weight of 1 c.c. of ink
Weight of 1 c.c. of water
Room temperature during the experiment was 72F,
RH 60 percent. The weight of 1 c.c. of water at 72F is
.99780 gram.
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Figure 2. A comparison of tack values at
400 rpm. 90F
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TABLE 3
WEIGHT OF 1 C.C. OF CONVENTIONAL OFFSET INK(GRAMS)
Sample Foil wt. Foil + Ink wt. Ink wt .
1 0.1813 1 .2563 1 .0750
2 0.1810 1 .2559 1 .0749
3 0.1569 1 .2280 1.0711
4 0.1517 1 .2297 1 .0726
5 0.1568 1 .2438 1 .0870
6 0.1578 1 .2242 1 .0764
7 0.1728 1 .2514 1 .0786
8 0.1817 1 .2557 1 .0740
9 0.1823 1 .2572 1 .0649
10 0.1833 1 .2534 1 .0701
Mean weight = 1 . 0745
Standard deviation = 0.0058
Specific gravity =
] -0745
= 1.0769
0.9978
The experimental data of Tables 3 and 4 indicate
the physical density and specific gravity of UV ink is
higher than the conventional offset ink. This would
indicate that at the same volume of ink, the UV ink is
heavier than the conventional offset ink. This property
might affect the ink mileage and cost of production in the
2
long run because ink is sold by weight. The experimental
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TABLE 4
WEIGHT OF 1 C.C. OF UV INK(GRAMS)
ampl e Foil wt. Foil+Ink wt. Ink wt
1 0.1623 1 .3753 1 .2130
2 0.1651 1 .3790 1 .2139
3 0.1633 1 .3810 - 1.2077
4 0.1634 1 .3740 1 .2106
5 0.1588 1 .3788 1 .2200
6 0.1669 1 .3857 1 .2188
7 0.1619 1 .3652 1 .2043
8 0.1561 1 .3760 1 .2199
9 0.1566 1 .3624 1 .2058
10 0.1573 1 .3753 1 .2220
Mean weight = 1 .2126
Standard deviation
Specific gravity
0.0064
1 .2126
0.9978
= 1 .2153
data on the relationship between the optical density and
ink volume should be useful for the prediction of the ink
consumption of the two tested inks.
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Optical Density versus Ink Volume
The optical densities of varying volumes of the two
inks were studied and measured by means of the IGT print-
ability tester. The IGT micrometer pipette was used to
accurately meter out ink volume.
The minimum volume used for the experiment for the
conventional offset ink was 0.06 c.c, but in the case of
the UV ink, the minimum volume used was 0.20 c.c. Due to
transfer problems with the UV ink, a thinner film could not
be used. Even at the 0.20 c.c. volume level ink transfer
was still not satisfactory. After each print it was
necessary to clean the ink distribution unit and re -apply
0.20 c.c. of UV ink for another print at this level.
Density measurement of the IGT printed sheets was
accomplished at four centimeters from the start of each
print. The average of the four readings was used as a test
data point.
The IGT printed results are tabulated in Tables
5 and 6 and shown in Figure 3.
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TABLE 5
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE OPTICAL DENSITY
AND INK VOLUME OF THE CONVENTIONAL OFFSET INK
Vol ume Optical Densi ty Optical Densi ty
(c.c. ) (first) ( second) X
0.06 0.38 0.40 0.39
0.09 0.72 0.70 0.71
0.125 0.89 0.91 0.90
0.18 1 .15 1.12 1 .14
0.25 1 .30 1 .32 1 .31
0.375 1 .54 1 .52 1 .53
0.50 1 .76 1 .73 1 .75
0.75 2.02 2.00 2.01
1 .00 2.25 2.23 2.24
1 .50 2.37 2.36 2.37
2.00 2.42 2.42 2.42
TABLE 6
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE OPTICAL DENSITY
AND INK VOLUME OF THE ULTRAVIOLET INK
Volume Optical Density
(c.c.) (first)
Optical Density
(second)
0,
0,
0.
0.
0.
1.
1 ,
1 .
2,
20
25
375
50
75
00
25
50
00
0.85
15
41
56
70
71
48
43
32
0.81
1 .13
1 .44
1 .55
1 .66
1 .68
1 .46
1 .41
1 .32
0.83
1 .14
1 .43
1 .56
1 .68
1 .70
1 .47
1 .42
1 .32
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On the basis of the experimental results of optical
density and physical density, the UV ink is shown to have
high physical density but a low optical density at the same
ink volume used. When using the UV ink to obtain a solid
ink density equal to the conventional offset ink, more ink
must be used. This indicates that the ink consumption rate
of the UV ink is higher than conventional offset ink at
equal solid ink densities.
Dot Gain
The test object for dot gain was a 12 step halftone
scale (ByChrome scale). Comparisons on dot gain were made,
using the 110 and 150 line screens at both low and high ink
film thickness.
The data used for calculation of the effective dot
area (EDA) were obtained from the mean of 20 printed
samples. The effective dot area of the printed samples was
3
calculated by application of the Yule-Neilsen equation as
described previously.
A
1 - R
1/n
1 - R
1/n
The estimated n value of the 110 line screen was
1.3, and for the 150 line screen it was 1.5.
The percent dot area on film was measured using a
Sargent Welch Densitometer.
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The tabulated results of measurements and
calculation of the effective percent dot area are shown in
Appendix B. The resulting graphs (Figures 4 through 11)
summarize these results.
On the basis of the calculations using the
Yule-Neilsen equation, UV ink under equal press conditions
and equal solid ink density as conventional offset ink have
more dot gain than conventional offset ink when the ink
film thickness is high. However, UV ink printed at equal
press conditions as conventional offset ink (unequal optical
density) has less dot gain than the UV ink printed at equal
optical density as conventional offset ink on both the
110 and 150 line screen ruling.
Under equal press conditions and low ink film thick
ness, the percentage of dot gain of conventional offset ink
is slightly greater than the UV ink on both 110 and 150 line
screen ruling. The UV ink printed at equal optical density
as conventional offset ink has more dot gain.
In order to print the UV ink at equal optical
density as conventional offset ink, the UV ink had to be
printed at a higher ink film thickness. The higher ink film
thickness was likely to be the cause of the increased dot
gain of the UV ink.
The experimental results show that the maximum dot
gain of both inks is between 50 and 70 percent dot area.
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Percent dot area of film
Figure 4. Plate-press curve, low ink film
thickness, 110 line screen ruling
Conventional offset ink (Conv.)
UV ink printed at equal solid ink
density as conventional offset ink (UV.)
UV ink printed under equal press
conditions as conventional ink (UV )
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Figure 5. Dot gain comparison, low ink film
thickness, 110 line screen ruling
Conventional offset ink (Conv.)
UV ink printed at equal solid ink
density as conventional offset ink (UV.)
UV ink printed under equal press
conditions as conventional offset ink
(uvs)
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Figure 6. Plate-press curve, low ink film
thickness, 150 line screen ruling
Conventional offset ink (Conv.)
UV ink printed at equal solid ink
density as conventional offset ink (UVd)
UV ink printed under equal press
conditions as conventional offset ink
(uvs)
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Figure 7. Dot gain comparison, low ink film
thickness, 150 line screen ruling
Conventional offset ink CConv.)
UV ink printed at equal solid ink
density as conventional offset ink (UV.)
UV ink printed under equal press
conditions as conventional offset ink
(uvs>
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Figure 8. Plate-press curve, high ink film
thickness, 110 line screen ruling
Conventional offset ink (Conv.)
UV ink printed at equal solid ink
density as conventional offset ink (UV^)
UV ink printed under equal press
conditions as conventional offset ink
(uvs)
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Figure 9. Dot gain comparison, high ink film
thickness, 110 line screen ruling
Conventional offset ink (Conv.)
UV ink printed at equal solid ink
density as conventional offset ink (UV.)
UV ink printed under equal press
conditions as conventional offset ink
(uvs)
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Figure 10. Plate-press curve, high ink film
thickness, 150 line screen ruling
Conventional offset ink (Conv.)
UV ink printed at equal solid ink
density as conventional offset ink (UV.)
UV ink printed under equal press
conditions as conventional offset ink
(uvs)
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Figure 11. Dot gain comparison, high ink film
thickness, 150 line screen ruling
- - - - Conventional offset ink (Conv.)
UV ink printed at equal solid ink
density as conventional offset ink (UV.)
.
UV ink printed under equal press con
ditions as conventional offset ink (UV )
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Printing Sharpness
The printing sharpness is obtained by dividing tint
density by solid ink density. The higher the sharpness
value, the less sharp the printed result. The sharpness
value for each print was the average of four measurements
of paired tints and solid. The average sharpness value of
20 prints was used as a data point in the analysis of
variance (ANOVA) calculation.
The results of these experiments are summarized in
the analysis of variance shown in Tables 7 and 8. (The
detailed experimental data are shown in Appendix C).
Table 7 summarizes the results of the experiment where the
ink film densities are equal. Table 8 is a summary of the
experiment where press conditions were the same.
TABLE 7
ANOVA SUMMARY TABLE
PRINTING SHARPNESS AT EQUAL SOLID INK DENSITY
Source SS df . MS F ratio
Ink type .0153 1 .0153 93.865 *
Ink film thickness .0015 1 .0015 9.202 *
Interaction .006 1 .006 3.681
Error .00065 4 .000163
Total .0181 7
Critical F] 4 Q5 = 7.7086
*Significant statistical difference
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TABLE 7 (Continued)
Key (to be used for ANOVA Summary Tables)
Source = source of variance
SS = sums of squares
df .
MS
F
= degrees of freedom
= mean square
= F test
The subscripts to the F indicate the number
of degrees of freedom for a two-tailed test
and the alpha risk involved.
As shown in Table 7, the ink and ink film thickness
factors are shown to be significant because the calculated
ratios exceed the critical ratio. The interaction is
not significant. The conclusions are: The null hypotheses
for ink and ink film thickness are rejected, the null
hypotheses for interaction is accepted. This indicates a
significant statistical difference between the two inks due
to printing sharpness; ink film thickness has a significant
effect on printing sharpness. The conventional ink
provided better sharpness at both low and high ink film
1 eve 1 s .
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TABLE 8
ANOVA SUMMARY TABLE
PRINTING SHARPNESS AT EQUAL PRESS CONDITIONS
Source SS df. MS F ratio
Ink type .0032 1 .0032 16 *
Ink film thickness .0032 1 .0032 16 *
Interaction .0018 1 .0018 g *
Error .0008 4 .002
^
Total .009 7
Critical F, nc = 7.70861 , 4 , .05
As shown in Table 8, where the press conditions
were equal, all factors are significant. We reject all
null hypotheses. The two inks are different in terms of
printing sharpness. Ink film thickness has an effect on
printing sharpness and there is an interaction. The
conventional offset ink produces better sharpness than
UV ink on both low and high ink film thicknesses. The
interaction curve shows that printing sharpness of UV ink
decreases more than conventional offset ink when the ink
film thickness increases. (Figure 12).
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Slur
The slur value is obtained by dividing the optical
density of the test object with lines parallel to sheet
travel by the density of lines perpendicular to sheet
travel. If any slur is present, the lines perpendicular to
sheet travel will become broad and optically more dense.
A lower slur "number" indicates more slur, using the ratio
5
as suggested by Rhodes.
The experimental data on slur are summarized in the
analysis of variance shown in Tables 9 and 10. Table 9 is
a summary of results obtained at equal solid ink density.
Table 10 summarizes the results of the experiment performed
at equal press conditions. (Details of these data are
shown in Appendix D.)
TABLE 9
ANOVA SUMMARY TABLE
SLUR VALUE AT EQUAL SOLID INK DENSITY
Source SS df. MS F ratio
Ink type .0036 1 .0036 9.00
Ink film thickness .0021 1 .0021 5.25
Interaction .00035 1 .00035 .875
Error .00165 4 .0004
Total .0077 7
Critical F^ 4j Q5 7.7086
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In Table 9 the ink type factor is shown to be
significant and the ink film thickness and interaction
factors are not significant. On this basis the null
hypothesis for the ink type factor is rejected, while the
null hypotheses for ink film thickness and interaction are
accepted. The only factor in this experiment which is shown
to have a significant effect on slur is the ink type factor.
The UV ink provided a significantly greater amount of slur
at equal density than did the conventional offset ink.
TABLE 10
ANOVA SUMMARY TABLE
SLUR VALUE AT EQUAL PRESS CONDITIONS
Source SS df. MS F ratio
Ink type .0003 1 .0003 .8333
Ink film thickness .0010 1 .0010 .2777
Interaction .00005 1 .00005 .1388
Error .0014 4 .00036
Total .0028 7
Critical F-, 4 05 = 7.7086
The analysis of variance of the experiment where
equal press conditions were used, shown in Table 10,
indicates that none of the factors are significant since
the calculated ratios do not exceed the critical F_ ratio
On this basis, we accept all null hypotheses. From this,
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we infer no significant difference between conventional ink
and UV ink due to slur in this case. The ink film thickness
factor has no effect on slur. There is no interaction.
Re s o 1 u t i o n
The resolution test data are expressed in line/mm.
The test object for resolution was the standard USAF
resolution test pattern. This test object consists of sets
of three bar units of varying sizes (each set has two units,
each unit perpendicular to each other and either one
parallel to the sheet travel direction). The end point of
observation was the smallest set which could be recognized
as three bars with a Graphic Arts Inspector, 23 power
magni f ier .
Complete data are listed in Appendix E. Table 11
and 12 are summaries of the analysis of variance when using
equal solid ink density and equal press conditions
respectively.
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TABLE 11
ANOVA SUMMARY TABLE
RESOLUTION AT EQUAL SOLID INK DENSITY
Source
Ink type
Interaction
Error
Total
SS
1673.89
Ink film thickness 4389.84
192.87
36.38
6292.98
df.
1
1
1
4
7
MS F ratio
1673.89 184.15
4389.84 443.42
192.87 21.22
9.09
Critical F1 4 Q5 = 7-7086
In the above ANOVA all factors are significant.
The calculated f_ ratios exceed the critical ratio. All
null hypotheses are rejected. There is a significant
difference between two inks due to resolution. The conven
tional offset ink provided better resolution. Increase in
ink film thickness created a significant decrease in
resolution. There is an interaction between the ink type
and ink film thickness factors. The interaction graph
(Figure 13) indicates that the resolution decreases with
increasing ink film thickness. The interaction factor is
significant because the rate of change of the UV ink is
greater than that of the conventional ink.
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Figure 13. Interaction graph for resolution
- - - - Conventional offset ink (Conv.)
UV ink printed at equal solid ink
density as conventional offset ink
(uvd)
UV ink printed under equal press
conditions as conventional offset
ink (UVS)
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TABLE 12
ANOVA SUMMARY TABLE
RESOLUTION AT EQUAL PRESS CONDITIONS
Source SS df. MS F ratio
Ink type 0.078 1 0.078 .006
Ink film thickness 2830.53 1 2830.53 233.35
Interaction 1.185 1 1.185 .098
Error 48.53 4 48.53
Total 2880.33 7
Critical F, nc = 7.70861 , 4 , .05
Using similar press conditions (dissimilar optical
densities), the ink-type factor and interaction are not
significant. The ink film thickness factor is significant
and the null hypothesis for ink film thickness is rejected,
We accept the null hypotheses for inks and interaction.
This implies that there is no difference between these two
inks due to resolution. The change in ink film thickness
makes a significant difference in resolution for both inks
Once again the thinner ink film provides increased
resol ution .
Gloss
All gloss test objects were measured with the
Vanceometer. The higher the gloss value, the greater the
gloss. Twenty samples were measured and averaged, then
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used in the analysis of variance calculation.
The complete data of gloss values are shown in
Appendix F. A summary of the analysis of variance (ANOVA)
at equal ink density is shown by Table 13. Table 14 is a
summary of the analysis of variance where equal press
conditions were used.
TABLE 13
ANOVA SUMMARY TABLE
GLOSS VALUE AT EQUAL SOLID INK DENSITY
Source SS df. MS F ratio
Ink type 75.338 1 75.338 119.307 *
Ink film thickness 100.466 1 100.466 265.78 *
Interaction 27.195 1 27.195 71.94 *
Error 1.514 4 .378
Total 204.513 7
Critical F] 4 05 = 7-7086
The analysis of variance shown above indicates that
all factors are significant because all calculated ratios
exceed the critical ratio. All null hypotheses are
rejected. At an equal solid ink density, the two inks are
significantly different due to gloss. The change in ink
film thicknesses make a significant difference in gloss.
There is an interaction between inks and ink film thick
nesses. The interaction indicates dissimilar rates of
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change in gloss with change in ink film thickness. The
conventional ink increases in gloss with ink film thickness
at a faster rate than the UV ink (Figure 14).
Conventional ink provides a higher gloss value than
UV ink at both low and high ink levels. In the case of the
UV ink, a change in ink film thickness was accompanied by a
small change in gloss but in the case of the conventional
ink, a greater change in gloss occurred with an equivalent
change in ink film thickness.
TABLE 14
ANOVA SUMMARY TABLE
GLOSS VALUE AT EQUAL PRESS CONDITIONS
Source SS df,
Ink type 183.361 1
Ink film thickness 114.761 1
Interaction 27.011 1
Error .555 4
Total 325.688 7
MS
27.011
.139
F ratio
183.361 1319.144
114.761 825.619
194.324
Critical F
1 , 4, .05
7.7086
Under equal press conditions, the summarized ANOVA
above shows that all factors are significant. All calcu
lated ratios exceed the critical ratio. We reject all
null hypotheses on this basis. The gloss of UV ink is less
than conventional ink under equal solid ink density and
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Figure 14. Interaction graph for gloss
press conditions. A change in ink film thickness affects
gloss of conventional offset ink more than UV ink.
This indicates that at this condition the two inks
are different due to gloss. The change in ink film thick
ness has an effect on gloss and there is an interaction.
In this case the conventional ink has more gloss than UV
ink on both low and high ink levels. The interaction graph
(Figure 14) shows that the difference in gloss between the
two inks at high ink level is greater than at the low ink
1 evel .
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Observations During The Press Run
During the press run several interesting problems
occurred which seemed to be connected with the use of UV
ink. These were not observed when conventional offset ink
was used. These observations include the following:
1. Plate: After about three thousand sheets were
printed with the UV ink the lacquer (protecting the image
area) could be removed by the solvent applied to the plate.
The solvent used (as recommended by the ink maker) was a
mixture of n-propyl alcohol and cellosolve of 1:1. This
phenomenon became more serious with increased usage.
2. During the press run the UV ink in the ink fountain
had to be agitated more frequently than the conventional
offset ink. If this was not done the ink would not transfer
to the ink fountain roller (creep away) causing non
ty in optical density across the printed sheet.
3. At low ink film thickness (solid ink density not
more than 1.2), the UV ink had good latitude in terms of
ink and water balance, but at the higher ink film thickness
control became more critical and the halftone tended to
fill-in easily. Background tinting occurred when printing
at high ink film thicknesses. It was observed that an
increase of press speed decreased the tint but did not
eliminate it.
4. Difficulty was experienced in removing the UV ink
from the blanket. The solvent used did not work well on
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the blanket although this solvent would dissolve the UV ink
yery well when cleaning the plate. It appeared as if the
blanket absorbed the UV ink.
5. It was found that after printing with the UV ink
(for about two weeks) the blanket would swell in the image
area. The amount of swell at the time it was observed was
about . After allowing the blanket to rest for
two weeks the swell decreased to .001".
After the blanket was allowed to rest for two weeks
a solid print over the old image area was attempted. This
resulted in a ghost image corresponding to the swelled area
within the printed solid.
6. Dry back: the dry back of UV ink was different from
that of conventional offset ink. When the printed sheet was
exposed to UV radiation, the density difference between wet
and dry ink films was between 0.1 and 0.2. If the printed
sheet was allowed to remain more than 15 minutes before
exposure to UV radiation, the dry back was increased. If
the printed sheet was left overnight without exposing to
UV radiation, the density tended to drop to one uniform
density level. For example, with a wet ink film density of
1.5 exposed immediately after printing, the density dried
back to approximately 1.35 to 1.40. When this sheet was
not exposed and left overnight, or for six hours, the
density dropped to about 1.2. Subsequent exposure to UV
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radiation rendered a density of 1.2.
It was interesting that at high ink film thicknesses
the time required to cure the UV ink was greater than with
low ink film thickness. When the ink film was not
completely dried or cured, it would continue the dry back
process .
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This study documents some of the differences
between ultraviolet ink and conventional offset ink used
in this experiment. Tack, specific gravity and optical
density were shown to be different. The optical density of
the UV ink is less than the conventional offset ink at
equal ink volumes. This might point to a difference in the
pigment used or pigment content. The interesting point is
that the UV ink has a higher specific gravity than the
conventional offset ink. This is expected to have an effect
on ink consumption in the light of the lower optical density
at equal volume information. An experiment of ink consump
tion was not performed directly on the press, but was
estimated by using the IGT printability tester. The
evidence from the IGT experiment combined with specific
gravity information indicates the possibility of greater
UV ink consumption when compared to the conventional offset
ink used here.
Under equal press conditions, the optical density
of UV ink is .15 to .25 lower than conventional offset ink.
The dot gain at this condition shows little difference.
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At the low ink film thickness UV ink has less dot gain than
conventional offset ink on both 110 and 150 line screens,
while at high ink film thickness the UV ink has more dot
gain than conventional offset ink. Printing sharpness and
gloss of conventional offset ink are better at high ink
film thickness. With low ink film thickness, the
differences between the two inks are less. Resolution and
slur of both inks are not significantly different. Ink film
thickness, however, has a significant effect on printing
sharpness, slur, resolution and gloss.
When printed with equal optical density, the UV ink
has much more dot gain than conventional offset ink. The
higher the ink film thickness, the greater the dot gain.
This is probably due to the higher ink film thickness
required to obtain optical density equal to the conventional
offset ink. Fill-in with UV ink does not occur at low ink
film thickness, or whenever the solid ink density is not
greater than 1.2. Printing sharpness, resolution and gloss
of both inks are significantly different. Conventional
offset ink provides better printing sharpness, resolution
and gloss at both low and high ink levels. The higher ink
film thickness of the UV ink has a significant effect on
printing sharpness, resolution and gloss. The higher the
ink film thickness the lower the resolution of both inks,
with a greater effect when UV ink is used. The gloss of
conventional offset ink is much better than UV ink at the
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high ink level. When the ink film thickness is increased,
the UV ink tends to have more slur than conventional offset
ink, as shown by the data generated by the equal optical
ink density experiment where the UV ink was required to
have a higher ink film thickness.
From the experimental evidence, it is obvious that
this UV ink requires further research and development to
be comparable with the conventional offset ink. This
conclusion is limited to the inks and test conditions which
were employed in this study.
Recommendations
During the experiment with UV ink, some interesting
points were revealed and further study is recommended.
Included in these recommendations are the following:
1. On-press latitude: During the press run it was
observed that the latitude of the UV ink at low and high
ink film thickness appeared to be different from the
conventional offset ink. Study of this property would be
useful .
2. Ink emulsif ication : At high ink film thickness,
tinting tended to occur in the non-image areas with the
UV ink used in this study. This was not observed with
conventional offset ink. The dampening form roller tended
to be contaminated more than it should be when running at
a high ink film thickness.
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3. Optical density versus ink volume on different
kinds of stock: In this experiment, the study was done
on one kind of stock. A study on different kinds of stock
would be interesting and useful for the selection of
stocks to be used with this ink.
4. In the case of optical density versus ink volume,
we discovered that the optical density of the UV ink
dropped unexpectedly beyond a point. By observation, it
appeared that this was accompanied by a corresponding drop
in gloss. Study of gloss versus ink volume may provide
an answer.
5. This experiment was performed on a small press
(duplicator) and printed sheets were exposed to the UV
radiation generated by a carbon arc lamp. A duplication
of this experiment on a larger press and with UV lamps
which are specially designed for this purpose would be
useful .
6. Only one kind of ultraviolet ink was studied in
this experiment. The study of other kinds of ultraviolet
inks would be interesting and help in obtaining more
information about this new ink.
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APPENDIX A
Controlled Variables and Test Conditions
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CONTROLLED VARIABLES AND TEST CONDITIONS
1. Press: The ATF Chief 15 was used for all
experiments. The press conditions such as plate to blanket
pressure, back cylinder pressure, inking unit and dampening
unit were adjusted as specified by the manufacturer. The
back cylinder pressure was adjusted to the minimum pressure
and good transfer of the ink image from blanket to paper
was obtained.
2. Press speed: 4,500 iph.
3. Blanket: Compressible type, "Vulcan 714",
manufactured by Reeves Bros., Inc.
4. Dampening form roller: Paper type, 3M brand
dampening sleeve.
5. Fountain solution: Anchor fountain concen
trate. This fountain solution was ready mixed. The pH
of the fountain solution used was 4.5 (measured by pH test
paper. )
6. Printing plate: 3M presensi ti zed type "K",
medium run, pre- 1 acquered . The reasons for using this
plate were: (a) Minimize plate problems such as fill-in
or piling when lacquering. (b) A pre-1 acquered plate will
avoid the problem of plate image sharpening due to the
prolonged use and ink changes.
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7. Plate exposure time: The printing plates were
exposed by a carbon arc lamp. The exposure time was two
minutes, resulting in a sensitivity guide solid step 6
(as recommended by the manufacturer).
8. Inks: Conventional ink - GPI Split-sec,
No. SS95B, offset black PMS.
Ultraviolet ink - Suncure sheet-fed
offset black No. CL74-0008.
Tack readings at one minute, 400 rpm.,
90 F by Thwing-
Albert Inkometer were: Conventional ink -- 11.22
UV ink -- 10.95
9. Drying: The printed sheets of UV ink were
dried by the carbon arc lamp immediately after the press
run. The conventional ink was dried by oxidation and
polymerization spontaneously.
10. Paper: Consolidated "Paloma matte, blade
coated" dull finish, 70 lbs, 8-1/2" x 11". This stock was
used because of availability and the surface was suited
for the kind of printing which was planned.
11. Densitometer: Macbeth RD 100.
12. Solvent: Conventional ink: Litho solvent by
Anchor. UV ink: A mixture of cellosolve and n-propyl
al cohol , 1:1.
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APPENDIX B
Dot Gain Data
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TABLE 15
MEAN DENSITY OF HALFTONE GRAY SCALE OF 20 PRINTED SHEETS
LOW INK FILM THICKNESS, 110 AND 150 LINE SCREEN RULING
110 Line
Step
5
10
15
20
25
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
Conv . Ink uvd uvs
lstRun 2ndRun lstRun 2ndRun lstRun 2ndRun
.04 .05 .04 .05 .04
.03
.08 .07 .07 .08 .06
.05
.10 .09 .10 .10 .08
.07
.14 .13 .14 .15
*
.11 .11
.16 .16 .16 .17 .12
.12
.20 .20 .21 .22 .16
.16
.28 .27 .30 .29 .22
.22
.37 .37 .40 .39 .30
.29
.47 .46 .50 .48 .36
.36
.57 .56 .55 .55
.43 .44
.67 .66 .67 .65 .50
.51
.79 .77 .77 .77 .58
.59
150 Line
Step Conv. Ink
lstRun 2ndRun
UVd
lstRun 2ndRun
uvs
lstRun 2ndRun
5
10
15
20
25
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
.04
.08
.10
.16
.17
.24
.31
.42
.48
.62
.69
.80
.05
.08
.10
.15
.17
.23
.30
.40
.49
.61
.67
.79
05
08
11
17
19
26
34
46
,54
,68
,70
,80
.05
.09
.12
.17
.19
.25
.33
.44
.53
.66
.68
.80
.04
.06
.08
.13
.14
.19
.25
.32
.37
.45
.50
.59
.04
.06
.08
.12
.13
.19
.24
.32
.38
.46
.52
.59
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TABLE 16
MEAN DENSITY OF HALFTONE GRAY SCALE OF 20 PRINTED SHEETS
HIGH INK FILM THICKNESS, 110 AND 150 LINE SCREEN RULING
110 Line
tep Conv. Ink UV, UV,
lstRun 2ndRun lstRun 2ndRun lstRun VdRun
5 .04 .06 .07 .08 .06 .06
10 .07 .09 .11 .13 .09 .09
15 .10 .12 .15 .16 .12 .12
20 .14 .17 .22 .22 .17 .17
25 .17 .20 .27 .26 .19 .21
30 .22 .26 .34 .35 .25 .26
40 .32 .36 .50 .49 .34 .37
50 .47 .51 .68 .67 .49 .52
60 .65 .67 .87 .85 .63 .65
70 .79 .81 1 .00 .99 .75 .76
80 .95 .97 1 .21 1.17 .86 .89
90 1 .14 1 .18 1 .33
150 L
1.33
. i ne
1 .02 1 .05
Step
5
10
15
20
25
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
Conv. Ink
lstRun 2ndRun
05
08
11
17
19
27
36
53
69
91
02
20
.07
.10
.13
.17
.20
.30
.40
.57
.72
.92
.03
.23
UVd
lstRun 2ndRun
UV.
.08
.13
.17
.27
.30
.44
.60
.82
.95
.12
.24
.34
10
15
19
26
30
43
58
81
95
12
24
33
lstRun 2ndRun
.06 .06
.10 .11
.13 .14
.20 .20
.21 .22
.29 .31
.39 .42
.54 .59
.67 .69
.82 .86
.92 .93
1 .05 1 .07
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TABLE 17
MEAN DENSITY OF HALFTONE GRAY SCALE AND EFFECTIVE
PERCENT DOT AREA (EDA), LOW INK FILM THICKNESS
(FIRST RUN)
110 Line
Step
Step
Dconv
5 .04
10 .08
15 .10
20 .14
25 .16
30 .20
40 .28
50 .37
60 .47
70 .57
80 .67
90 .79
Dconv
5 .04
10 .08
15 .10
20 .16
25 .17
30 .24
40 .31
50 .42
60 .48
70 .62
80 .69
90 .80
EDA Duvd EDA Duv s EDA
8.70 .04 8.70 .04 9.90
16.80 .07 14.80 .06 14.60
20.70 .10 20.70 .08 19.20
27.90 .14 27.90 .11 25.70
31 .40 .16 31 .40
'
.12 27.80
38.00 .21 39.50 .16 35.80
49.80 .30 52.50 .22 46.80
61 .20 .40 64.60 .30 59.80
71 .90 .50 74.80 .36 68.40
80.90 .55 79.20 .43 77.00
88.40 .67 88.40 .50 85.20
95.30 .77
150 Line
94.70 .58 93.10
EDA
8,
15
19
29
31
41
51
64
70
83
88
96
10
70
30
50
20
80
40
50
70
30
60
00
Duv(
.05
.08
.11
.17
.19
.26
.34
.46
.54
.68
.70
.80
EDA
10.10
15.70
21 .10
31 .20
34.30
44.70
55.20
68.70
76.50
87.90
89.40
96.00
Duvc
.04
.06
.08
.13
.14
.19
.25
.32
.37
.45
.50
.59
EDA
9.40
13.80
18.10
28.40
30.40
39.70
50.00
60.90
68.00
78.30
86.90
93.50
SIDConv.= -87> SIDuvd = 0.87,
n val ue for 110 1 ine = 1.3
n value for 150 line = 1.5
D - Density of printed sheets
SIDuv = 0.66
s
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TABLE 18
MEAN DENSITY OF HALFTONE GRAY SCALE AND EFFECTIVE
PERCENT DOT AREA (EDA), LOW INK FILM THICKNESS
(SECOND RUN)
110 Line
tep Dconv . EDA Duvd EDA Duv s EDA
5 .05 10.80 .05 10.80 .03 7.50
10 .07 14.90 .08 16.90 .05 12.30
15 .09 18.80 .10 20.80 .07 16.90
20 .13 26.30 .15 29.80 .11 25.70
25 .16 31 .60 .17 33.20 .12 27.80
30 .20 38.10 .22 41 .30 .16 35.80
40 .27 48.60 .29 51 .40 .22 46.80
50 .37 61 .50 .39 63.80 .29 58.30
60 .46 71 .30 .48 73.20 .36 68.40
70 .56 80.50 .55 79.60 .44 77.90
80 .66 88.10 .65 87.40 .51 86.30
90 .77 95.20 .77
150 Line
95.20 .59 93.90
Step
5
10
15
20
25
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
Dconv -
.05
.08
.10
.15
.17
.23
.30
.40
.49
.61
.67
.79
EDA
10
15
19
28,
31
10
80
40
10
30
40.60
50.40
62.60
72.10
83.00
87.70
95.90
Duv(
.05
.09
.12
.17
.19
.25
.33
.44
.53
.66
.68
.80
EDA
10,
17,
23,
31 ,
34,
43,
54,
67,
76,
86,
88,
96
10
60
00
30
50
50
20
00
00
90
40
50
Duvt
.04
.06
.08
.12
.13
.19
.24
.32
.38
.46
.52
.59
EDA
9.40
13.80
18.10
26.40
28.40
39.70
48.40
60.90
69.40
79.50
86.90
93.50
SIDConv. = -86' SIDuvd
= 0.86
n value for 110 1 ine = 1.3
n val ue for 1 50 1 ine = 1.5
SIDuv = 0.66
s
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MEAN DENSITY
PERCENT DOT
TABLE 19
OF HALFTONE GRAY SCALE AND EFFECTIVE
AREA (EDA), HIGH INK FILM THICKNESS
(FIRST RUN)
110 Line
Itep Dconv. EDA Duvd EDA
5 .04 7.50 .07 12.90
10 .07 12.90 .11 19.50
15 .10 17.90 .15 25.70
20 .14 24.20 .22 35.60
25 .17 28.70 .27 41 .90
30 .22 35.60 .34 49.90
40 .32 47.70 .50 64.80
50 .47 62.30 .68 77.20
60 .65 75.40 .87 86.70
70 .79 83.10 1 .00 91 .50
80 .95 89.80 1.21 97.30
90 1 .14 95.60 1 .33
150 Line
99.80
tep Dconv . EDA Duvd EDA
5 .05 8.50 .08 13.30
10 .08 13.30 .13 20.70
15 .11 17.80 .17 26.30
20 .17 26.30 .27 38.90
25 .19 29.00 .30 42.30
30 .27 38.90 .44 56.30
40 .36 48.70 .60 69.00
50 .53 63.80 .82 82.10
60 .69 74.90 .95 88.00
70 .91 86.30 1.12 94.10
80 1 .02 90.70 1 .24 97.60
90 1 .20 96.50 1.34 100.00
Duv
Duv
EDA
06 11 .80
09 17.20
12 22.40
17 30.40
19 33.40
25 41 .80
34 52.90
49 67.90
63 78.60
75 86.00
86 91 .50
02 97.80
EDA
06 10.80
10 17.50
13 22.30
20 32.50
21 33.90
29 44.20
39 55.50
54 69.40
67 79.10
82 88.10
92 93.10
05 98.50
SID, = 1.34, SIDuvd = 1 .34Conv
n value for 110 line = 1.3
SIDuv 1 .09
n value for 150 line = 1.5
TABLE 20
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MEAN DENSITY
PERCENT DOT
Step
5
10
15
20
25
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
OF HALFTONE GRAY SCALE AND EFFECTIVE
AREA (EDA), HIGH INK FILM THICKNESS
(SECOND RUN)
110 Line
tep Dconv . EDA Duvd EDA Duv,s EDA
5 .06 11.10 .08 14.60 .06 11 .80
10 .09 16.30 .13 22.90 .09 17.20
15 .12 21 .20 .16 27.30 .12 22.40
20 .17 28.70 .22 35.70 .17 30.40
25 .20 33.00 .26 40.80
*
.21 36.30
30 .26 40.80 .35 51 .00 .26 43.20
40 .36 52.10 .49 64.10 .37 56.20
50 .51 65.70 .67 76.80 .52 70.40
60 .67 76.80 .85 86.00 .65 80.00
70 .81 84.20 .99 91 .30 .76 86.50
80 .97 90.70 1 .17 96.60 .89 92.80
90 1 .18 96.80 1 .33
150 Line
100.00 1.05 98.80
Dconv
.07
.10
.13
.17
.20
.30
.40
.57
.72
.92
.03
.23
EDA
1 1
16
20
26,
30
42
52
67,
76
86
91 ,
97
70
40
80
40
40
40
70
00
90
90
30
50
Duv(
.10
.15
.19
.26
.30
.43
.58
.81
.95
12
24
33
EDA
16
23
29
37
42
55
66
81
88
94
97
100
.40
.60
.10
.80
.40
.50
.70
.80
.20
.30
.80
.00
Duvc
.06
.11
.14
.20
.22
.31
.42
.59
.69
.86
.93
1 .07
EDA
10,
19
23,
32,
35,
46,
58,
73,
80,
90
93
99
80
10
80
50
30
60
50
30
40
20
60
30
SID, 1 ,33Conv .
n value for 110 1 ine -1.3
SIDuvd = 1 .33, SIDuv 1 .09
n va lue for 1 50 1 ine = 1.5
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APPENDIX C
Printing Sharpness Data
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TABLE 25
SUMMARY PRINTING SHARPNESS DATA TABLE
AT EQUAL SOLID INK DENSITY
Ink Type (B.)
Conv. UV Total
Ink film Low .59, .57 .66, .64 2.46
thickness
(A^ High .58, .60 .69, .70 2.57
Total 2.34 2.69 5.03
SST = .0181 SSI = .00065
SSAi = .0015 SSE = .00065
SSB. = .0153
TABLE 26
SUMMARY PRINTING SHARPNESS DATA TABLE
UNDER EQUAL PRESS CONDITIONS
Ink Type (B.)
Conv. UV Total
Ink film Low .59, .57 .60, .58 2.34
thi ckn6ss
(A.) High .58, .60 .65, .67 2.50
Total 2.34 2.50 4.84
SST = .009 SSI = .0018
SSA. = .0032 SSE = .0008
SSB. = .0032
TABLE 27
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PRINTING SHARPNESS VALUE AT LOW INK
AVERAGE SID = 0.85 + ,
FILM THICKNESS
05
Sample Conv. Ink
lStRun 2ndRun
uvd
lstRun 2ndRun
uvs
lstRun 2ndRun
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
57
59
58
60
57
57
58
59
60
57
59
59
57
59
,59
,57
58
60
,61
60
.56
.55
.57
.58
.58
.56
.58
.57
.58
.58
.59
.55
.55
.59
.59
.57
.56
.59
.56
.58
67 .64
67 .64
67 .65
67 .64
67 .64
67 .66
67 .64
65 .64
65 .64
64 .65
65 .64
65 .66
67 .64
67 .65
64 .64
67 .65
67 .64
65 .65
66 .65
67 .65
59 .58
61 .58
61 .58
61 .58
60 .58
60 .58
60 .57
60 .59
60 .58
59 .58
59 .57
60 .58
59 .57
61 .58
60 .59
59 .58
60 .58
61 .57
61 .58
60 .57
59 57 66 64 60 58
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TABLE 28
PRINTING SHARPNESS VALUE AT HIGH INK FILM THICKNESS
AVERAGE SID = 1 .35 + .05
Sample Conv. Ink
lstRun 2ndRun
uvd
lstRun 2ndRun
UV
s
lstRun 2ndRun
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
60
58
58
57
60
57
59
57
58
56
.58
,58
,56
,55
,59
,55
.56
.60
.57
.57
.59
.58
.59
.59
.60
.60
.61
.57
.59
.60
.61
.60
.59
.59
.61
.61
.58
.62
.61
.61
69 .69
69 .69
70 .68
68 .69
69 .71
68 .69
68 .70
69 .71
69 .71
68 .69
68 .69
67 .70
70 .70
67 .71
67 .70
68 .70
69 .71
69 .69
69 .70
68 .70
65 .67
65 .67
66 .67
66 .67
64 .67
65 .67
65 .68
65 .67
66 .67
66 .68
66 .66
65 .67
65 .67
65 .67
66 .66
65 .67
66 .67
65 .66
67 .67
67 .66
58 60 69 .70 .65 .67
Sharpness value
D tint
D solid
Dt
Ds
SID of UV ink under equal press conditions as
conventional ink is 1.1 + .05.
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TABLE 29
TINT DENSITY, SOLID DENSITY AND PRINTING SHARPNESS VALUE
OF 20 SAMPLES AT LOW INK FILM THICKNESS
(FIRST RUN)
Conv. Ink UV UV
ample Dt Ds Dt/Ds Dt Ds Dt/Ds Dt Ds Dt/Ds
1 .50 .87 .57 .58 .87 .67 .38 .64 .59
2 .51 .86 .59 .59 .88 .67 .40 .66 .61
3 .50 .86 .58 .60 .89 .67 .40 .65 .61
4 .53 .88 .60 .59 .88 .67 .40 .66 .61
5 .50 .87 .57 .59 .88 .67 .39 .65 .60
6 .50 .87 .57 .57 .85 .67 .41 .68 .60
7 .51 .88 .58 .58 .86 .67 .40 .67 .60
8 .51 .87 .59 .56 .86 .65 .40 .67 .60
9 .52 .87 .60 .56 .85 .65 .41 .68 .60
10 .50 .88 .57 .56 .87 .64 .39 .66 .59
11 .51 .87 .59 .55 .85 .65 .39 .66 .59
12 .51 .87 .59 .55 .85 .65 .38 .65 .60
13 .50 .87 .57 .57 .85 .67 .39 .66 .59
14 .50 .85 .59 .58 .86 .67 .41 .67 .61
15 .51 .86 .59 .56 .87 .64 .42 .68 .60
16 .50 .87 .57 .58 .87 .67 .38 .64 .58
17 .51 .88 .58 .59 .88 .67 .39 .65 .60
18 .53 .89 .60 .57 .88 .65 .40 .66 .61
19 .54 .87 .61 .57 .87 .66 .39 .64 .61
20 .52 .87 .60 .59 .89 .67 .39 .65 .60
87 59 87 66 66 60
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TABLE 30
TINT DENSITY, SOLID DENSITY AND PRINTING SHARPNESS VALUE
OF 20 SAMPLES AT LOW INK FILM THICKNESS
(SECOND RUN)
Conv. Ink UV. UV.
amp! e Dt Ds Dt/Ds Dt Ds Dt/Ds Dt Ds Dt/Ds
1 .48 .86 .56 .54 .85 .64 .37 .64 .58
2 .47 .85 .55 .54 .85 .64 .38 .65 .58
3 .49 .86 .57 .55 .85 .65 .39 .64 .59
4 .50 .86 .58 .55 .86 .64 .37 .64 .58
5 .51 .88 .58 .55 .86 .64 .38 .65 .58
6 .48 .85 .56 .57 .87 .66 .38 .65 .58
7 .50 .86 .58 .56 .87 .64 .37 .65 .57
8 .48 .84 .57 .55 .86 .64 .39 .66 .59
9 .50 .86 .58 .55 .86 .64 .39 .67 .58
10 .49 .85 .58 .55 .85 .65 .40 .67 .58
11 .50 .86 .59 .56 .86 .64 .37 .65 .57
12 .47 .85 .55 .56 .85 .66 .39 .67 .58
13 .47 .85 .55 .55 .85 .64 .37 .65 .57
14 .51 .86 .59 .56 .86 .65 .37 .64 .58
15 .50 .85 .59 .56 .87 .64 .39 .66 .59
16 .49 .86 .57 .57 .86 .65 .40 .67 .58
17 .49 .88 .56 .56 .87 .64 .39 .67 .58
18 .51 .86 .59 .58 .88 .65 .39 .68 .57
19 .48 .85 .56 .56 .86 .65 .40 .69 .58
20 .50 .86 .58 .56 .86 .65 .39 .69 .57
86 57 86 .64 66 58
TABLE 31
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TINT DENSITY,
OF 20
SOLID DENSITY AND PRINTING SHARPNESS VALUE
SAMPLES AT HIGH INK FILM THICKNESS
(FIRST RUN)
Conv. Ink UV. UV.
ampl e Dt Ds Dt/Ds Dt 1Ds Dt/Ds Dt Ds Dt/Ds
1 .80 1 .34 .60 .93 1 .35 .69 .70 1 .08 .65
2 .79 1 .35 .58 .92 1 .33 .69 .70 1 .08 .65
3 .78 1 .35 .58 .92 1 .32 .70 .72 1 .09 .66
4 .78 1 .36 .57 .89 1 .31 .68 .72 1 .09 .66
5 .80 1 .33 .60 .93 1 .34 .69 .70 1 .09 .64
6 .78 1 .36 .57 .93 1 .37 .68 .70 1 .08 .65
7 .79 1 .35 .59 .92 1 .36 .68 .70 1 .08 .65
8 .77 1 .34 .57 .92 1 .34 .69 .72 1 .08 .66
9 .78 1 .34 .58 .91 1 .32 .69 .73 1 .10 .66
10 .75 1 .34 .56 .92 1 .35 .68 .73 1 .10 .66
11 .77 1 .33 .58 .92 1 .36 .68 .74 1 .10 .66
12 .78 1 .32 .58 .91 1 .36 .67 .72 1 .11 .65
13 .75 1 .34 .56 .93 1 .33 .70 .72 1 .10 .65
14 .74 1 .34 .55 .89 1 .32 .67 .72 1 .10 .65
15 .78 1 .33 .59 .88 1 .32 .67 .72 1 .09 .66
16 .74 1 .35 .55 .91 1 .34 .68 .73 1 .10 .65
17 .75 1 .35 .56 .92 1 .33 .69 .72 1 .09 .66
18 .80 1 .33 .60 .94 1 .36 .69 .71 1 .10 .65
19 .76 1 .34 .57 .93 1 .35 .69 .74 1 .10 .67
20 .79 1 .36 .57 .90 1 .33 .68 .74 1 .11 .67
1.34 .58 1 .34 69 1 .09 65
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TABLE 32
TINT DENSITY, SOLID DENSITY AND PRINTING SHARPNESS VALUE
OF 20 SAMPLES AT HIGH INK FILM THICKNESS
(SECOND RUN)
Conv. Ink UV. UV.
Sample Dt Ds Dt/Ds Dt Ds Dt/Ds Dt Ds Dt/Ds
1 .78 1 .33 .59 .92 1 .33 .69 .73 1 .09 .67
2 .76 1 .32 .58 .93 1 .35 .69 .72 1 .08 .67
3 .80 1 .35 .59 .90 1 .32 .68 .72 1 .08 .67
4 .78 1 .33 .59 .93 1 .35 .69 .72 1 .07 .67
5 .80 1 .34 .60 .94 1 .34 .71
'
.72 1 .08 .67
6 .79 1 .32 .60 .91 1 .32 .69 .73 1 .09 .67
7 .81 1 .33 .61 .93 1 .33 .70 .74 1 .09 .68
8 .77 1 .35 .57 .93 1 .34 .71 .73 1 .09 .67
9 .78 1 .32 .59 .94 1 .33 .71 .72 1 .08 .67
10 .80 1 .34 .60 .91 1 .32 .69 .47 1 .09 .68
11 .82 1 .34 .61 .91 1 .32 .69 .73 1 .10 .66
12 .81 1 .34 .60 .93 1 .33 .70 .73 1 .09 .67
13 .78 1 .32 .59 .95 1 .35 .70 .73 1 .08 .67
14 .79 1 .33 .59 .94 1 .32 .71 .73 1 .09 .67
15 .80 1 .32 .61 .94 1 .34 .70 .73 1 .10 .66
16 .81 1 .33 .61 .93 1 .32 .70 .74 1 .11 .67
17 .78 1 .35 .58 .94 1 .33 .71 .73 1 .09 .67
18 .82 1 .33 .62 .93 1 .36 .69 .73 1 .10 .66
19 .80 1 .32 .61 .94 1 .34 .70 .73 1 .07 .67
20 .82 1 .35 .61 .92 1 .32 .70 .72 1 .09 .66
1 .33 60 1 .33 70 1 .09 67
94
APPENDIX D
Slur Data
95
TABLE 33
SUMMARY SLUR DATA TABLE
AT EQUAL SOLID INK DENSITY
Ink Type (B.)
Conv. UV Total
Ink film Low .98, .98 .93, .97 3.86
thickness
(A.j) High .98, .94 .90, .91 3.73
Total 3.88 3.71 7.59
SST = .0077 SSI = .00035
SSAi = .0021 SSE = .00165
SSB. = .0036
TABLE 34
SUMMARY SLUR DATA TABLE
UNDER EQUAL PRESS CONDITIONS
Ink Type (B.)
Conv. UV Total
Ink film Low .98, .98 .96, .98 3.90
thickness
(A.) High .98, .94 .93, .96 3.81
Total 3.88 3.83 7.71
SST = .0028 SSI = .00005
SSA. = .0010 SSE = .0014
SSB. = .0003
0
96
TABLE 35
TEST OBJECT DENSITIES AND SLUR VALUES OF
20 SAMPLES AT LOW INK FILM THICKNESS
(FIRST RUN)
Conv. Ink uvd uvs
Dl D2 VD2 Dl D2 VD2 Dl D2 D^Dg
40 .42 .95 .40 .43 .93 .28 .30 .93
42 .44 .95 .40 .42 .95 .29 .31 .94
40 .41 .98 .43 .46 .93 .28 .28 1 .00
41 .43 .95 .40 .43 .93 .28 .29 .97
39 .40 .98 .40 .44 .91 .28 .28 .97
39 .40 .98 .39 .43 .91 .29 .31 .94
39 .40 .98 .39 .41 .95 .28 .29 .97
40 .40 1 .00 .40 .42 .95 .29 .30 .97
40 .40 1 .00 .42 .44 .95 .29 .30 .97
39 .40 .98 .40 .43 .93 .29 .29 1 .00
40 .40 1 .00 .41 .43 .95 .28 .29 .97
39 .40 .98 .40 .44 .91 .28 .29 .97
40 .41 .98 .41 .45 .91 .28 .29 .97
40 .41 .98 .42 .44 .95 .28 .30 .93
41 .41 1 .00 .43 .45 .96 .29 .31 .94
40 .40 1 .00 .42 .45 .93 .27 .29 .93
39 .41 .95 .43 .45 .95 .29 .30 .97
38 .39 .98 .42 .45 .93 .29 .30 .97
39 .40 .98 .42 .44 .95 .28 .30 .93
39 .39 1 .00 .41 .44 .93 .28 .30 .93
Sampl e
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
X .98 .93 .96
D-, = Density of lines parallel to sheet travel direction.
D? = Density of lines perpendicular to sheet travel
di recti on .
TABLE 36
TEST OBJECT DENSITIES AND SLUR VALUES OF
20 SAMPLES AT LOW INK FILM THICKNESS
(SECOND RUN)
97
Sampl e
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
conv. Ink UVd uvs
Dl D2 VD2 Dl D2 VD2 Dl D2 D^Dg
38 .38 1 .00 .41 .41 1 .00 .28 .28 1 .00
38 .40 .95 .39 .40 .98 .29 .29 1 .00
38 .39 .97 .39 .40 .98 .28 .28 1 .00
39 .40 .97 .40 .42 .95 .28 .29 .96
40 .40 1 .00 .41 .43 .'95 .29 .29 1 .00
39 .40 .97 .40 .42 .95 .29 .29 1 .00
38 .39 .97 .41 .44 .98 .28 .29 .96
38 .39 .97 .41 .43 .95 .28 .28 1 .00
41 .41 1.00 .42 .42 .98 .28 .28 1 .00
40 .40 1.00 .40 .41 .98 .28 .29 .96
38 .40 .95 .41 .42 .98 .29 .29 1 .00
39 .40 .97 .42 .42 1 .00 .28 .30 .93
38 .40 .95 .41 .42 .98 .28 .29 .96
39 .40 .97 .41 .42 .98 .29 .29 1 .00
39 .40 .97 .42 .43 .98 .28 .29 .96
39 .40 .97 .42 .43 .98 .29 .29 1 .00
40 .40 1.00 .41 .42 .93 .29 .30 .97
40 .40 1.00 .42 .44 .95 .30 .30 1 .00
39 .39 1 .00 .41 .43 .95 .28 .29 .96
39 .40 .97 .42 .43 .98 .29 .29 1 .00
98 .97 98
TABLE 37
TEST OBJECT DENSITIES AND SLUR VALUES OF
20 SAMPLES AT HIGH INK FILM THICKNESS
(FIRST RUN)
98
Conv. Ink UV. UV
Sampl e
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
Dl D2 VD2 Dl D2 VD2 Dl D2 VD2
52 .54 .96 .70 .77 .90 .52 .56 .93
61 .62 .98 .67 .75 .89 .52 .55 .95
57 .59 .97 .69 .78 .88 .53 .57 .93
56 .58 .97 .66 .73 .90 .54 .58 .93
52 .53 .98 .68 .74 .54 .58 .93
50 .51 .98 .67 .75 .98 .53 .56 .95
51 .52 .98 .69 .76 .91 .53 .55 .96
52 .53 .98 .70 .77 .91 .52 .55 .94
52 .52 1 .00 .69 .75 .92 .55 .58 .95
52 .57 .91 .68 .74 .92 .55 .58 .95
50 .52 .96 .68 .78 .87 .53 .58 .91
51 .51 1 .00 .70 .78 .90 .54 .59 .92
53 .53 1 .00 .71 .77 .92 .53 .57 .93
54 .55 .98 .71 .78 .91 .53 .56 .95
57 .58 .98 .68 .75 .91 .53 .57 .93
57 .58 .98 .68 .76 .89 .54 .60 .90
55 .56 .98 .69 .76 .91 .54 .58 .93
55 .55 1 .00 .70 .76 .92 .55 .58 .95
56 .56 1 .00 .70 .80 .88 .56 .60 .93
55 .60 .96 .69 .78 .88 .56 .60 .93
98 .90 93
TABLE 38
TEST OBJECT DENSITIES AND SLUR VALUES OF
20 SAMPLES AT HIGH INK FILM THICKNESS
(SECOND RUN)
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Conv. Ink UV. UV.
Sampl e
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
Dl D2 VD2 Dl D2 D^Dg Dl D2 D^Dg
53 .57 .93 .72 .81 .89 .61 .63 .97
55 .58 .95 .75 .81 .93 .59 .62 .95
56 .58 .97 .69 .78 .90 .56 .59 .94
54 .58 .93 .70 .79 .87 .55 .58 .95
54 .57 .95 .75 .83 .90
*
.56 .60 .93
54 .57 .95 .70 .78 .90 .60 .62 .97
58 .61 .95 .75 .83 .90 .58 .61 .95
57 .59 .97 .75 .82 .91 .58 .60 .97
55 .59 .93 .74 .81 .91 .58 .61 .95
57 .60 .95 .74 .80 .93 .60 .62 .97
54 .56 .96 .74 .80 .93 .57 .60 .95
54 .57 .95 .76 .83 .92 .58 .60 .97
54 .57 .95 .78 .84 .93 .57 .60 .95
55 .56 .98 .74 .81 .91 .59 .61 .97
52 .57 .91 .74 .81 .91 .59 .61 .97
54 .59 .92 .74 .82 .90 .59 .60 .98
54 .58 .93 .74 .80 .93 .57 .59 .97
53 .57 .93 .75 .82 .91 .58 .60 .97
54 .58 .93 .73 .80 .91 .56 .58 .97
54 .58 .93 .72 .78 .92 .56 .59 .95
94 91 96
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APPENDIX E
Resolution Data
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TABLE 39
SUMMARY RESOLUTION DATA TABLE
AT EQUAL SOLID INK DENSITY
Ink Type (B.)
Conv. UV Total
Ink film Low 98.66, 102.32 81.10, 81.66 363.74
thi ckness
(A^ High 66.42, 60.50 22.26, 27.16 176.34
Total 327.90 212.18 540.08
SST = 6292.98 SSI = 192.87
SSAi = 4389.84 SSE = 36.38
SSB. = 1673.89
J
TABLE 40
SUMMARY RESOLUTION DATA TABLE
UNDER EQUAL PRESS CONDITIONS
Ink Type (B.)
Conv. UV Total
Ink film Low 98.66, 102.32 99.88. 103.04 403.90
thi cknGSS
(A.) High 66.42, 60.86 66.34, 59.80 253.42
Total 328.26 329.06 657.32
SST = 2880.33 SSI = 1 .185
SSAi = 2830.53 SSE =48.53
SSB,
J
.078
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Sample
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
TABLE 41
RESOLUTION DATA (LINE/MM.) OF 20 SAMPLES
AT LOW INK FILM THICKNESS
Conv . Ink uvd UV s
lstRun 2ndRun lstRun 2ndRun lstRun 2ndRun
90.6 104.0 80.6 90.6 90.6 101 .6
101 .6 101 .6 80.6 90.6 101 .6 101 .6
101 .6 104.0 80.6 80.6 101 .6 104.0
90.6 101 .6 90.6 80.6 101 .6 104.0
104.0 101 .6 80.6 80.6 101 .6 104.0
101 .6 104.0 80.6 80.6 ' 101 .6 104.0
101 .6 104.0 80.6 80.6 101 .6 101 .6
90.6 104.0 80.6 80.6 101 .6 104.0
101 .6 104.0 80.6 80.6 104.0 101 .6
101 .6 101 .6 80.6 80.6 101 .6 104.0
90.6 101 .6 80.6 80.6 101 .6 101 .6
104.0 101 .6 80.6 80.6 101 .6 104.0
101 .6 101 .6 80.6 80.6 90.6 104.0
90.6 101 .6 80.6 80.6 101 .6 104.0
101 .6 101 .6 80.6 80.6 104.0 101 .6
90.6 101 .6 80.6 71 .8 104.0 101 .6
104.0 101 .6 80.6 80.6 90.6 104.0
101 .6 101 .6 80.6 90.6 90.6 104.0
101 .6 101 .6 80.6 80.6 104.0 101 -6
101 .6 101 .6 80.6 80.6 101 .6 104.0
98.66 102.32 81.10 81.66 99.88 103.04
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TABLE 42
RESOLUTION DATA (LINE/MM.) OF 20 SAMPLES
AT HIGH INK FILM THICKNESS
ampl e Conv . Ink UVd uvs
lstRun 2ndRun lstRun 2ndRun lstRun 2ndRun
1 57.0 57.0 22.6 25.4 64.0 57.0
2 64.0 64.0 22.6 25.4 64.0 57.0
3 64.0 64.0 22.6 28.6 71 .8 57.0
4 71 .8 57.0 22.6 28.6 64.0 57.0
5 57.0 57.0 22.6 25.4 64.0 57.0
6 64.0 57.0 22.6 28.6
'
71 .8 64.0
7 64.0 57.0 22.6 28.6 64.0 64.0
8 64.0 57.0 20.2 25.4 64.0 57.0
9 64.0 57.0 20.2 25.4 71.8 57.0
10 71 .8 64.0 20.2 25.4 71 .8 57.0
11 64.0 64.0 22.6 25.4 64.0 64.0
12 64.0 64.0 22.6 25.4 64.0 57.0
13 71 .8 64.0 22.6 25.4 64.0 64.0
14 71 .8 64.0 22.6 28.6 64.0 64.0
15 71 .8 64.0 25.4 28.6 64.0 57.0
16 64.0 64.0 22.6 28.6 71 .8 57.0
17 71 .8 64.0 20.2 28.6 64.0 64.0
18 71 .8 57.0 22.6 28.6 64.0 64.0
19 71 .8 57.0 22.6 28.6 71.8 64.0
20 64.0 57.0 22.6 28.6 64.0 57.0
66.42 60.50 22.26 27.16 66.34 59.80
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APPENDIX F
Gloss Data
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TABLE 43
SUMMARY GLOSS DATA
AT EQUAL SOLID INK DENSITY
Ink Type (B.)
Conv. UV Total
Ink film Low 20.20, 19.45 18.15, 16.60 74.40
thickness
(Aj) High 30.70, 30.50 20.85, 20.70 102.75
Total 100.85 76.30 177.15
SST = 204.513 SSI = 27.195
SSAi = 100.466 SSE = 1.514
SSB, = 75.338
TABLE 44
SUMMARY GLOSS DATA
UNDER EQUAL PRESS CONDITIONS
Ink Type (B.)
Conv. UV Total
Ink film Low 19.0, 19.70 13.60, 13.30 65.60
thickness
(A.) High 30.7, 30.50 17.70, 17.0 95.90
Total 99.9 61.6 161.50
SSI = 27.011
SSE = .555
SST = 325.688
SSAi = 114.761
SSB. = 183.361
106
Sampl e
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
TABLE 45
GLOSS DATA OF 20 SAMPLES AT
LOW INK FILM THICKNESS
Conv. Ink uvd uvs
lstRun 2ndRun lstRun 2ndRun lstRun 2ndRun
21 18 17 17 15 14
19 19 17 16 14 14
20 18 17 16 13 15
21 19 17 18 14 14
20 19 16 17 14 13
19 22 17 16 13 14
20 21 16 18 13 12
18 19 17 16 16 13
20 19 19 16 14 14
22 20 20 16 13 13
18 21 22 17 14 13
22 20 18 16 13 14
21 19 18 17 12 12
20 18 20 16 14 13
22 20 17 15 14 14
20 19 21 17 13 12
21 18 20 18 14 13
20 20 16 15 13 13
19 21 18 18 13 12
21 19 20 17 13 14
20.2 19.45 18.15 16.60 13.60 13.30
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TABLE 46
GLOSS :DATA OF 20 SAMPLES AT
HIGH INK FILM THICKNESS
ampl e Conv . Ink UV d UV,
lstRun 2ndRun lstRun 2ndRun lstRun 2ndRun
1 30 30 22 21 18 17
2 32 30 21 21 18 17
3 32 30 22 20 19 16
4 32 31 22 20 19 17
5 31 31 21 20 19 17
6 30 30 21 21 18 18
7 31 31 20 23 17 18
8 30 30 20 20 17 20
9 30 31 23 22 18 16
10 30 30 21 22 17 16
11 33 31 20 20 17 17
12 30 31 20 20 18 16
13 30 30 20 20 16 17
14 30 30 20 21 18 17
15 30 31 20 20 16 17
16 29 30 21 20 17 17
17 32 29 21 20 17 16
18 30 32 20 20 18 17
19 31 31 22 22 19 18
20 30 30 20 21 18 16
30.70 30.50 20.85 20.70 17.70 17.00
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APPENDIX G
Samples of the Printed Sheet
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Sample No. 1 - Conventional offset ink - low ink film thickness.
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Sample No. 2 - UV ink printed at equal press conditions as
conventional offset ink - low ink film thickness.
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Sample No. 3 - UV ink printed at equal solid ink density as
conventional offset ink - low ink film thickness.
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Sample No. 4 - Conventional offset ink - high ink film thickness
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Sample No. 5 - UV ink printed at equal press conditions as
conventional offset ink - high ink film thickness.
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Sample No. 6 - UV ink printed at equal solid ink density as
conventional offset ink - high ink film thickness.
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